
STIG COMPLIANCE

· Con�guration standard consisting of 

cybersecurity requirements for a 

speci�c product, produced by the 

Defense Information Systems Agency 

(DISA).

· Methodology to enhance overall 

network security.

· Describes how to minimize network-

based attacks and prevent system 

access.

• Utilized by the DoD to establish a 

more secured network infrastructure.

DASH 

DASH is a STIG compliance tool that 

automates SCAP benchmark scans and 

presents results in a user-friendly interface. It 

simpli�es the scanning process by 

automating security assessments, checking 

for vulnerabilities and miscon�gurations. The 

scan results are displayed in visual formats, 

Alset Technologies started from two frustrated cybersecurity professionals who struggled to 

manage and track results from the enormous amounts of DISA STIG Checks. They lacked a 

comprehensive understanding of their enterprise systems' security posture, hindering informed 

decision-making. To �ll this gap, a former Air Force O�cer and ex-Army Ranger collaborated 

to create a solution. They successfully aggregated all the data into a single source, enabling 

data comparisons and answering crucial security questions. 

Alset Technologies was founded when they added an integration expert and former 

paramedic to develop DASH. 

Alset has since partnered with Forescout, integrating data and visibility to enable actions like 

quarantining and remediation based on more granular STIG results. The team's unique skills, 

enthusiasm, and backgrounds drive Alset Technologies' ongoing developments.
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helping users identify 

compliance gaps and 

track progress. DASH 

streamlines the STIG 

compliance process, 

providing a clear 

overview of 

vulnerabilities and 

empowering users to 

strengthen security.

Alset Technologies: Simplifying STIG Compliance



Distributors

• Streamline and accelerate SCAP 

Benchmark scans through 

automation.

• Gain clear and intuitive 

visualizations of STIG Compliance 

status.

• Get a comprehensive overview of 

your security posture.

• Analyze trends in security 

vulnerabilities and improvements 

over time.

• Access actionable information for 

targeted remediation e�orts.

•  Empower data-driven decision 

making for enhanced security 

measures.
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To schedule your demonstration of DASH and learn how to simplify 

your STIG compliance contact us today!


